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~ VALUE OF SUMMARIZING RESULTS FROM INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENTS1 

vV. T. Federer 

Introduction 

All too often the .data from individual experiments are filed away or are 
discarded shortly after reduction of the data to a few pertinent summary 
stat~tics such as means, variances, standar(i errors, F values, etco 
The fact that data from individual experimentB still contain a considerable 
amount cf L~ormation frequent~ escapes the attention of research personnel. 
Alse, our budgetary structure is such that more emphasis is placed upon the 
individual experiroont or project than upon the coordination of results and 
efforts., Our research men are f'ot.? in general, urgsd or encouraged to use 
ever.1 ,fifth or tenth year to summarize and to interpret past results. A 
critica.l evaluation of the results and of the methods o:f past experimentation 
is of considerable value in planning future work., Inadequate planning of 
future research leads to inefficient use of research personnel and 
facilities, and fraquently to publication of inconsequ~1tial results. 

The statistical problems associated with .summarizing results from a 
group of experiments have not be~ completely solved, and statisticians 
will find this a.fertile fieldfor research. Some relatively simple and 
usable methods B!'e, however, available in the published literature. 

The purposes of this paper are: 

(1) to illustrate certain types of information that are available 
from the summarization of results from a group of experiments, 

(2) to indicate the changes made in two research programs as a 
result of a summarization of past results, and 

(3) to present a method for summarizing experimental variances. 

Examples o:f Types of Information Dar.ived from a Summary of Results 

Examples of the kinds of information that may be derived fx.'om summarizing 
the results from several experiments are given belfJw. The list of 
illustrations is incomplete, but it indicates the diversity of information 
that may be obtained from summarizing results frem experiments conductll:ld 
primarily for other purposes4 In this connection, experiments should be · 
designed to serve more than a single purpose. For example, the individual 
experiment may be concerned with the effect of fertilizer treatments on 
the yield of grain,. but the group of all such experiments may be used to 
investigate some aspect of the experimental techniqueo 

. . '. 

(i) Loss in information due to subsampling the field plot. 

Yates and Zacopanay- (24) investigated the loss in information due to 
harvesting only a fraction of the plot relative to complete harvesting$ 
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Thirty-three experiments on cereals were used in the investigation. The 
individual experiments were set up to compare the effect of various treat
ments on the yield of wheat, barleys> and oats. Since the plots were large 
subsampling procedures were used to obtain a sample for threshing. The 
subsampling rate in the eJCperiments averaged six per cent of the total plot 
area, and the loss in information relative to complete harvesting was 31.2 
per cent. This means that 50 per cent more replicates would be required 
to attain the same degree of precision with a subsampl:i.ng rate of six 

. per cent as with complete harvesting.. With subsampling rates of 12% and 
18% the l?sses in information due to subsampling relative to complete 
harvesting were 18% and 13%, respectively.. Yates and Zacopanq illustrate 
the procedure and· the gains in information obtained when use is made of 
total unthreshed weight per plot. Also, certain sampling schemes and 
methods of strati.fying the plot are more efficient than others· (141 24). 
Under. some cost situations it is more advantageous to use additional 
replicates with subsampling than to use fewer replicates ldth complete 
harvesting. Yates and Zacopanay present the procedure for determining 
the optimum sampling rate and number of replicates for a given cost 
situation. 

In each type of -experimental work it is necessary to obt8.i.n fa~tual evidence 
concerning the relative l")ss in information due to subsamplingo Then, ·in 
light of cost and practical considerations, the experimental- is in a position 
to decide the appropriate subsampling rate. 

(ii) Estirna ti.ng a treatment response from a group of experiments. 

The same treatments or varieties m~ be repeated in a number of experiments, 
and it mt!V be desired to obtain a comparison over the group of experiments. 
For example, it m~ be desired to estimate the mean response for ·various 
nitrogen applications in a series of experiments conducted over a con
siderable area and period of timee The responses to nitrogen applications 
in the individual experiments may be subject to different errors. Cochran (2) 
and Yates and Cochran (23) describe the procedur.e for esti~atiilg the mean 
response under these conditions,. They obtain a weighted mean respcnse for 
the different fertilizers from a group of experiments. 

The individual experiments may not be large enough to detect small responses 
whereas the combined set of exepriments may clearly indicate· the presen·ce 
~f an effect.· Also, the individual estimates of effects may be interesting 
but rather uninformative with·regard to an entire region. For the latter 
case a combined estimate is desired. In addition to obtaining a mean 
response, an investigation of the responses from the individual experi
ments may be informative in ascertaining which experimental situations 
yield large responses and in observing the suitability of the treatments 
selected. 
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(iii)· .. Relati V\1 precision of expetimoo.tal desi€;nCi,, 

The results .from all exper:iment·s may t-e used to detP..rmi.ne the rolat.iv~ 
gffiei.Emcy. of the various experimental c!es:igns used. !Tior to obtaining 
an av-erage e.ftlciency over all oosigns the experim~t.s aheuld be grouped 
aeeordlrig to type. If the experimental. errcr va.l"'ianeas in each e! two 
designs are denoted as E, with r1 degrees of freedom and E2 1d th f: 2 degrees 
of freedom, if the· corresponding ·numbers of replicate~ ax-a _den~t.ed as r1 
and r',, allcJ if the corresponding cost.~., of conduct.ing ~"9 ~xpex·imenta arG 
denot..ed 154 cl and e,, then the efficiency per unj.t of cost 'of the first 
design. (subscript 1) to the second dasien (subscript 2) is Gqual ta 

(l) 

It the 1':\.rS.t design is more efficient than the sacend th@ ratio ;in -~e 
above equation is larger than ono., The cost. of e:xpe:rimenta ti.on inelud13s 
the costs associated with ·!Jhe design, the analysi.s and the conduct of an 
experi~nt,. In m;my situations t.he costs for the two experiments are 
nearly gqual, and e1 is set equal to e2o 

In cartaia experimental designs it is possible to estimate the e~ro~ 
'Variance fQr a design with less poDl}?lete stra tific;ation. Foxo example 1 

it is potSsible to obtain an estimate of the error Va\'ianr.~ for· a completely 
randomized design even though. the experiment is designed as a latin square. 
This tro~rt:r -allowS the. computation of efficiency of t..he actua.l design 
with ono having fewer restrictions on the allocation of ~eatments over 
the experimental area. 

Cochran (4) presents a summuy of the:· l!esults fre;rn field o.xperimQnts 
earried eut at Rothamsted and assoei.ated centers bat ween the ye azos 1927 
to 1934. Ha found that ten replicates of a campletoly randomized design 
were :required to give the same precisie:n as six repl:t.c ates of a randomized 
complete block. Four to five replicates of a latin a quare were as accurate 
as six rsplicates oft..be random~zed complete block design or aJ3 ten replicates 
of the completely randomized desi~1. 

Fu.l•thelO' work by Coehran (5) illustrated that larg~ gains ~ :L"lfo:rmation 
WQre to be realized from using lattie(} designs rathe~ th&."l th$ ra."ldomized 
complete bloek design for co:t-n varietal trials in Iowa. He fou..l'ld that thg 
precision f}f the lattie~ designs tended t.o increase as the. size of tha 
block increased. Cox (6) found similar results from a eummary of . 
e!'fici~n2i~s of 1 attics dosig:ns earrtsd out at tho North Ca.."'olina stat.ione 

Sueh summarizations tend to potht up the value of certain designs and thG 
def3cts of others., So~ designs are excellent in certain fields of 
roaea.rch and of little use in otber.'Se A summa.,.""Y· of t.he efficien{';Y' of 
various dosigns is suggested for e'ach fi~ld of resGa:rch and for eaeh 
experimental set~··up., It is t·eeommended that at least JO and preferably 
40 to 50 e:1q>erimants be included in each summary since an individual 
estimat~ of relative efficiency is subject to considerable variationp 
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(iv) Inv-estigation of d:l..fferential errors jn fertiliz~r experiments .. 

Kempthorn0 (16} investigated .the indiv-idllal experimental errors for main 
sff"ects and interactions fJ.'om 128 experiments on sugar. beet.s.., He found 
that the affects were subject. to the same error vm-iances.9 and hence.!) the 
use of the pooled error in a factorial exper:iment. and t.he u.s~ of confmmded 
arrangements are warrl)1ted for fertilizer eJ<t.:>erirr.ent.s .on sugar beets. 

(·v-) Effect of size -of sampling un:i.t on the relati"YB variability in 
mal"keting studies" 

Professor Max E~ Br1mk and his associates have conducted a number of con ... 
trolled experiments in reta.il grocary stores to compare the effect of 
various marketing procedur·es on the .sales of apples~ The treatments (the 
various marketing procedures) remained in a st.ore for di,fferant lengths 
of tim&~ Some treatments remained ;_n a particuJ.ar store for one day 
while ot.her treatments in another experiment remained in a store for 
longe~ periods. The coefficient of variation was computed for each of 24 
latin squ:are experiments :In ·which the e:xperirnF·ntal U.""lit1 or the period 
of otservation on a treatment, was one day~ The average coefficient of 
variation was 37o7%e In another group of six latin square experiments 
wi.th the p~riod of observation being either one or t.wo weeks the average 
coefficient of variation was 14o3% with none of the experiments having a 
coefficient of variation as high as the ·lowest one in the group of' 24 
experiments. The decideclly large.'f· coefficient of v~iation associated 
wi.th periods of obser\~ation of one day~s duration' points up the fact that 
more replicates are ~equi~ed to attain the degree of preeision ~btained 
w:i.th experiments in which the' period of observati.on is one week in "durat.ion. 
I.f the treatments a!'6 difficult to change it may be more 'efficient' to use 
a longer period of obse:t·vat;.iono 

(vi) Estimate of heri"tabilityo 

The estimates of heritability px-esent..ed in the l:i.t.aratm."~ often pertain 
to mimals reared under the parti~mlar e::{J erimental oondi ti. ons ass ocl. a ted 
with eXperiment s·ta tionso · The results rno:zy· or ma.y not ha applie!able to 
animals reared by commercial br·eeders. King (17) summarized the estimates 
of heritabi.li ty for various characteristics 'of pouh,ry prsaen~d L"'l the 
literatur!l,. He i.nvestigated t.h~ heritability of se'reral traits on a 
COl1l!ll2rcial ·poultry ·flock and found good agreement of -tha esti.mates if he. 
ignored the effect of hatc:-:hing datei but not othervdae~ 'l'hs; effect due 
to date of hatching wa.s large and appeared to be r.a.."ldom, Hen.e-oil.il it should 
not be ignored in· c omput~~.ng heri t..abHi ty astimatas ~dnc:11 a change in thes$ 
estimates may change the method of breeding employed tn selecting !o"Jf 
ce:r-ta:in chara.ct,eristies" · 

(vii) Investigation of results t:::"om co:':'n experiments in Iowa 

Dr. G. F~ Sprague has conducted a relatively large number cf experiments 
on corn each year sine~ 1940., The individual experiinents were designed 
primar:i.ly to compare grain yield and other characteristics, but they haYs 
been used for various other pu:rposes. Some of the experiments were useful 

• 
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for estimating the specific and general combining ability of various inbred 
lines (15, 21). Since most of the experiments. weTe C9nducted··as·lattice 
designs Cochran (5) made use. of th~ (lata to' esti~~ -the efficiency of 
lattice designs relative to the randomized complete block ~es_ign. . , 

More recentl1 an investigation (9., 10, 11, '20) ·of th~ .302 experiment~ o~ 
corn conducted in Iowa between the years.l940-1947 was niade·-to determine 
the adequacy of the experimental- technique. ··More specifically, infOrmation '1 
was desit"ed· on the optimum .combination o·.t:_ numbers ot :varieties,· repl~cates, 
location;a, and years for selecting the h:1.gpest yield:ing variety or v.~ieties. 

- ~ .. 
. . 

Some of the outstanding results -obtained from this study are: 

(1) The size of the genetic variation among doublecrosses, topcrosses, 
and single crosses :-elati ve to the error variation was .52, o82, 
and 1.14, respectively. The higher _genetic variation associated 
with singlecrosses points up the value of selecting among 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

single crosses. 

For a _given number of plots in a single experiment and for certain 
numbers of varieties the largest average .genetic advance in yield 
is made with two replicates for singlecrosses and with four 
replicates for doublecrosses. · 

The var:tety X year and the variety X location. components of 
variance are important sources of variation. The foriner com
ponent is consistently· larger ·than the variety x locatibn · 
component. · · · .c ,. • 

. 'I' 

The use. of a s.ingle. tester parept to evaluate total combiniri.g 
ability of inbred.lines of corn is an inefficient procedure. 
Also, the choice of the tester parents depends upon the . 
particular objectives of the breeding program. 

. . 
The initial. work (11) on determining the O:(Jtimum number 6£. . 
tester parents led to rurther work (15, 19) which clarified the 
whol~ problem of. evaluating inbred lines. · · 

A relatively simpl~ statistical procedure for combining ·the' 
ratios or,_variance ~omponents was evo;t.ved. ·. · .. · · · 

~ . . 

The cost. ·or experimentation is · important in determining alloc;i
tion of resources. A procedure was developed to take into · 
account the cost of experimentation. 

Although other miscellaneous results were obtained from the investiga
tion of the individual analyses the above results· illustrate the diversity 
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of· information that may be available for a summary of the results tram 
individual experiments. 

. . 
(viii) Investigation of results from forage crops experiments in New York. 

. ' . 
Lowe ·(18) investigated ·.the .yields from 44 perennial and nine biennial · 
forage crops experiments conducted in New York during the· period 1945-1950 • 
. The purpose of the investigation ·was to determine the adequacy of the 
.expe.rimenta.l technique. and ·to determine what . changes ·in .the breeding 
progran were indicated. The chief results of this study area 

(1) Due to the divergent results from the various forage crop 
species each species .should be treated separately. Also, 
due to the high correlation between maturity and yields · 
.grass strains should· be grouped into maturity groups 
before comparing them for yield. 

( 2) For perennial grass experiments the highest value for 
genetic progress was made with three to four replicates 
and two. years of harvest. 

(3) For alfalfa experiments the bej:~t combination was six to 
eight replicates with one year of harvest. Since informa
tion on persistence is usually desired a portion of the 
replicates Will need to be retained for more than one year. 
The f~ct that stands of alfalfa do not become thicker in 
succeeding years leads to a high year to year correlation 
of yields. For this reason more replicates and fewer 
y(3ars are recommended for alfalfa strains than for grass 
strains. 

(4) Although grass strains may exhibit considerable variation· 
when grown alone this variation tends to dis appear when grass 
strains are overseeded with a l-egume. Since weaker grass 
strains. offer less competition to the accompanying legume 
the yields of the !'llixtUI'es tend to equalize. 

(5) For maty gra.ss-.species the yields of the first cutting (the 
hay cut) are al.re~dy acceptable, .·"but the yields of subsequent 
cuttings (the aftermath) are not. The recommended combination 
of number. of. replica~s and years of.·harves·t is different 
for aftermath yields than for total· seasonal yields. The 
yearly variation in aft~rmath production in New York is 
quite large. 

• 
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Change_s in the Corn Research Program in Iowa 

Dr.G. F. Sprague (written correspondence) lists the following changes 
in the Corn· Research Program in Iowa resulting from the various investiga
tions cited under section (vii): 

. (1). . Reduction in number of replicates: In 1951. the number of 
.. replicates was reduced to two~ The plot size was 2~10 hills. 

In 1952 four replicates of 2x5 hill plots were used. This 
~ppeared to be a satisfactor·y arrangement. There is a possi
·bility the.t a further change will be made to three replicates 
of 2x5 hill plots. 

(~). Change in procedure for- testing new lines: In the past, this 
has been done by making and testing the n(n-1) possible 

'2 
c_~binations. ~ecause of the high variety x location or va:-iety 

.X. year interaction, this did·not appe.ar to be a very practical 
approach. · The plan used at present is to select e. group of 
single .crosses which are acceptable a-s single crosses and to 
use these as testers. New .lines are therefore evaluated as 
three-way cambinations. An example of the savings 'in area and 
effort can be illustrated by the following exarnp1e, Twenty.· 
lines in all possible combinations equals 190 entries to test •. 

. Using 4· single cross testers, croseing each of the 20 lir.es to 
each tester· makes 80 items to test; a saving of over 50% in 
pl~nting and harvesting cost, as well as costs of seed production. 
Three way test crosses permit double cross predictions as well as 
single crosses, so there. is no loss.there. The gain in. time and 
cost is, of course, related to number of lines~ For 100 lines. 
all possible single crosses equal 4950 combinations; 100 x 4 = 
400 three way test crosses. 

Theoretically, through the use of only 4 testers~ some decrease 
in efficiency of estimating general combinir.g ability is 
involved. However, this seen1s to be of limited ·impor.tance, 
since .the new lines will almost certainly be used in· some 
compination with the standard lines involved in the testers. 
Therefore, beyond a certain point,. increased efficiency. in 
estimating general combini'ng ability ·through using more 
testers .becomes a ql.lestion ·of ac:adernic interest, prima~ily. 

(3) Additional information on· types of gene aetion involved' This 
is a somewhat intangible item, but the data ·acotiml.llated on 
specific and general combining abi l~ty has been of value in 

· clarifying the general problem of testere~· and has indicated 
that specific combining ability is made up toa large degree 
of genotype-environrn.ental interaction. Although it is not
apparent how this informationwould be expressed in terms-of 

. cost the findings have been very valuable from a theoretical 
point of view. 

Changes in the Forage Crop Research Program in New York 

Drs. c. c. Lowe and R. P. hLurphy list the following changes that were made 
in the forage crops breeding program in New York: 
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(1) Changes in. emphasis .on breeding objectives and methods of evaluations
The total season yield of grass-legume mixtures has not been very 
effective in determining variety differences for grasses. Future 
tests of this type will be conducted primarily for studying legume 
persistence with the different gr.ass varieties c . . ' .' 

. Greater emphe,sis in .the bre~<iing of grasses will be placed upon 
the ~proveinent or ·m·ore spe.cific oharaoteristics such as aftermath 
production, di s.ease resistances eto ~ ra:thar than on total yield • 
The summarizatian 6f the data indicated that the e?aluation pro• 
ced~e may ~ary considerably with these epeoifie breeding objectives. 

(2) Changes in teohniques on the grassess With greater emphasis on 
. aftermath production in grasses, a change to fewer replicates and 
more years of harvest is plannedo 

(3) Qhapges in techniques on perennial legumes• Mere replications and 
fewer years of harvest t,re planned for future experiments to 
measure yie1d when stands are good., Experiments ·will be continued 
to determine persistence but yields will not be determined eaoh year. 

A Method for Combining Variance Componen,!! 
. I 

Several methods for combining variance coinponent estimates from a group 
of experiments could be used~> The relative efficiency of the. various 
methods has not been ascertained to date. The distribution for variance 
components is .not known, Therefore,· we have. to. rely on empUioal 
evidence in choosing among the various methods of ~stima.tion. 

One method for combining variance oomponen:t estimates is to take a. 
weighteq or unweighted average of the variance oomporie,nts from the indi.., 
vidual experiments (10, 19): A second method for combining variance com• 
ponents if! to obtain an unbiased e'stimate of the ratio of variance 
components in the individua.~ experiments, and then to average the ratios~ 

·The latter pro.cedure is the one used. by ·a number of· workers (2t 9, 10, 
11, 18, 20, 24) in summarizing variance component estimates. The ratio 
of· variance components is of lnterest in· e·stimates of heritability, genetie 
progress, relative loss in information, etc.. ·The method is rather non• 
r-estrictive in that no· a.ssumpti.on is made about. the equality of va.ria.noes 
in the individual experiments., If the af1sumption of equality of variances 
is tenable then more efficient procedures of estimation are available (9). 
Due ·te the very nature of field experiments, ahd perhaps other experiments, 
the individual er:rors are affeoted by different faJtors in the different 
locations and in the different yearso Differential erosion, inseot 
infestation, rodent d·amage, ·etc·., ·are factors affecting the error variances 
in the individual experiments • Each individual experiment furnishes a.n 
estimated va.rianoe component associated with a. specified parameter, The 
parameters may vary frO!n experiment to e:x:periment., If the variation 
among the parameters is large "compared to the varia~ion amoilg estima.tes 
of the individual parameter· then an unweighted mean may be more efficient 
in that it has a. lower variance than the weighted mean (2, 9). The in- A 
di vidual variances in each experiment are assumed to have a ohi•square W" 
distribution. 
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The method for combining ratios. of variance. components _from simple 
randomized complete block designs and from r.andom.ized complete block de• 
signs.a.t several places is illustrated beloov. In addition, c-ost of 
experimentation·is considered for the lat~er case. It should be remembered 
that the treatments or varieties may oha.J?.ge from exp~riment to experimentt 
but that the group of experiments used should be· similar in type. Also, 
maall inequalities in the size of the experimental unit may be ignored since 
the l"atio is independent of t!1e units of :neasure. 

The pertinent part of! '1?11~ a,ne.lysis of va:ri~nee .for a randqmized complete 
block of r replicates conducted at a single plaee and in-a· single year is: 

Source of variation df Average value of mean square 

.Varieties v-1 

Error 

The unbiased estimate of the ratio of·the estimated variety variance com
ponent, s~, -to the est.irrated e::.·;:-or Yariance component, s~, from the uth 
experiment is 

= fe - 2 
f 

e 

The unweighted mean of' the ratios .from. n experiments is 

n -a :l 
u==l 

with an approximated variance equal to 

~ (.ll.. -,2 L au - ai 

n(n-1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

.ll.. 
The variance given in equation (4) is only an approximation since the au 
are not subject to the same variances~ 

The average genetic progress, expressed in stan~ard deviation units, made 
by selecting the highest yieldin1~ variety frorn the v varieties grown in 
a randomized complete block experiment of r replicates is estimated to be: 

(5) 

where m is the expected value of the largest deviate in a sample of size v 
from a normally distributed population with a mean of zero and a variance 
of one (10, 13). Computation of the value for equation (5) for various 
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values of r· a..."l.d v give an indication of the rate cf genetic progress at-
tained under the different schemes. Fify singlecrosses of corn in two • 
replicates of a randomized complete block design gave a higher rate of 
progress in selecting for h1.gh yield than did 25 strains in four replicates. 
The reverse was true for corn doublecrosses since the value for i is much 
lower fo:r doublecrosses than fer singlecrosses. If the highest k var·ieties 
were always selected instead of the single highest yielding variety the 
optimum nt®ber of replicates and varieties would be different for the two 
situations. 

For the seoond illustration of the method for combining estimates of 
variance components suppose that tha individual experiment-s consisted of 
v varieties grown in r replicates of a randomized complete block design 
at each of p randomly selected places (20). The pertinent part of the 
analysis of variance is: 

Source of variation df 

Varieties v-1 

Variety x place (v-::-+)(p-1) 

Error 

Average value of mean square 

t:r~ I r~p I rpl1~ 

2 1 ·2 c1e . r6vp 

~ 
The unbiased estimates of the ratio of the estimated variety, st, and 
variety x place~, s~·p• variance components to the estimated error variance 
component, s;, are: ~ 

( . 
\ 

( 2) A 2) 
d = (fa ) (~~-

( fe ) <7) e 
( 6) 

and 
( \ 

( 2 ) A 2) 
b = (fa ) (Bvp - 2 ) (7) 

( r '~ 
r(f - 2)) e ~ s" ~ e e 

If n such experiments are available the unweighted averages e.re: 

n A b = ~ bu /n (8) 
"-

and 
uwl 

n A a - l du /n • (9) -
·u=l 

The average genetic progress made by selecting the highest yielding variety 
in each experiment iss 
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·G . 2 

·;d/ E. I__!_ 
P rp. 

• . ( 10) 

For given values.of band d the various value~ of v! r, and p'res~lt in 
-.different val~e·'!l for G2• For a .fixed number ()f plots, the combination 
giving the largest value is the desired one. 

Since the c9st of adding an additional place is often oonsidere.bly larger 
than the cost of adding an additional replicate at a.given place. the, rate 
of genetic progress per dollar spent is desired rather than ~he value for 
G2. The cost relationship sui table for growing v varietie$ ,in Iowa. is: 

Cost : · X = ~P ' lJ A I rpB, (11) 

\vhere A·= all costs associated with one round trip to a. place and B : all 
costs associated with planting and harvesting a single replicate of v 
varieties. Since the cost of going to an additional place is approximately 
one-half that of going to a single place the coefficient for A is (1 I p-1) 
: (p / 1)/2. If the cost for travelling to the p places is ( ~) 
independent of the number of places then the coefficient for A is p. The 
particular value of the coefficient for A depends upon the experimental 
conditions. 

Taking the cost equation into account and assuming that v varieties are 
to be tested the optimum :tlumber o·f replicates and places is given by the 
following two equa.tionss 

r :: vA/2By- '(12) 
and 

p = 2X ,.. A 
A l r • (13) 

To illustrate let b = .4, X= ¢'160, v = 25, A e\¢39.38, and B = ¢8.38 (20). 
From equation (12) r is equal to 2.42, and from equation (l.3) pis equal 
to 3.51. In practice then one would use either four locations wi~h two 
replicates per place or three locations with three rep1ica.tes:per· place. 

The above examples illustrate the procedure for combining ratios of 
variance components and for m~cing use of the combined estimates for a 
given cost situation. The proced~e for extending the r~sults to other 
experimental situations is described in the references cited at the end 
of this paper. 

Conclud~ng Remarks 

The foregoing was limited to a discussion of types of information that 
may be derived from a summary of past results and to the discussion of a 
method for s~marizing estimates of variance components. No discussion 



is given on the types of information derived from the efficient planning 
of long-ter-m experiments, such as those discussed by Cochran (3), Cochran 
and Crowther (7), Dutton (8), Fislier (12), an9.Yates (22), and fromwell 
planned groups of experir..ents bear.ing on the same problem. Rapid progress 
in research depends upon a complete summarization and interpretation of 
.past research as we.ll as .on tl:le ~ffioient pl~i;~.nning of future experiments. 
A comprehensive summary and . .i~'ti.erpretation of past .research highlight the 
gaps in our knowledge about certain areae and emphas1ze the importance or 
lack of importance of other areas. · 

It has been assumed that the summary of experimental data has pr'oceeded 
further than the collection of the data and the reduction of the data to 
a. feY( summary figures. If this assumption is not tenable then it is 
recommended that the results from the individual experiments be studied 
prior to suw~arizing the results fran a group of experiments. 

In closing, I would like to urge all experimenters to preserve the original 
data from experiments for future use and to make use of these data to ac
ce.lerate the progress of research. There is sti 11 a large amount of 
golden information to be mined from the original data from past experiments. 
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